the history of a«:haeology, however, will need to thoughtfully reflect on the different perspectives on the"
how" and "why" of discipline's history proposed in this volume.
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VI. Activities of Various Academic Gatherings Related to the History of Archaeology
The symposium "L'expedition d'Egypte, Une Entreprise des Lumic!res" will convene under the auspices of
l' lnstitute de France et due Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, 8· I Q Juin 1 998.
On Thursday, March 25, 1999, archaeologists gathered to honor the legacy of Dr. Paul S. Martin of the Field
Museum of Natural History. Senior scholars reflected on Martin's place in the history of North American
archaeology: junior scholars reponed on recent analyses of the Martin Collection. In addition to the papel's
listed below, Dr. Elaine Bluhm Herold, popular fiction author John Saul, and Dr. Don Powler provided
discussion and reminiscences. After the symposium. 1000 archaeologists gathered for a reception in the

grand Stanley Field Hall at the Museum, and a splendid time was had by all!
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SymposiumAbstract:
Paul

Sidney Martin and His Archaeological Collect ions :
Probl ems ,

History,

Legacy,

and Prospects

Or&aniurs: Dr. WilIiam A. Longacre, UniversilY of Arizona, and Dr. SIephen E. Nash,
Field Museum of Natural Hislory.
Paul Sidney Manin was a major figure in American anthropological archaeology from 1929 until his
death. in 1 974. His legacy exists in two fonns: His impact on the field during his own lifetime and the
continuing utiHty of the corpus of data and anifacts he was responsible for collecting. The National Science
Foundation - funded effolt to catalog and computetize the Manin collection. as well as the centennial of
Martin's birth. serve as the stimuli for this symposium. in which established scholars reflect on Martin's
history and legacy and student scholars present results of recent n�search on the Martin Collection.

'The Paul S. Martin Project: A Progress Repon"
SIephen E. Nash and Jonalhan Haas (Field Museum of Natural Hislory)
The Paul S. Manin ProjecI in Ihe Departmenl of Anlhropology at Ihe Field Museum of Natural
History is a National Science Foundation-sponsored effol1 ro systematically inventory. catalog. and comput
erize the significant anifactual and archival collection.c; made by Martin during an archaeological career that
spanned five decades. Thousands of previously unpublished artifact:; have been cataloged. archives have
been consolidated, Internet web pages have been created, and new analyses have been facilitated. When the
project is compleled in AugusI 1 999, Ihe scope, breadlh, and limitations of the co\leelion will be beller
underslood Ihan at any lime since Martin's death in 1 974.
"Paul S. Manin: Archaeologisl in Retrospect"'
William A. Longacre (The University of Arizona)
Paul S. Martin's archaeological career began in Ihe 1920's and ended with his death in 1 974. MosI ·
of his work was conducted in the American Southwest and most of his career was spent at the Field Mu
seum in Chicago. His contributions to archaeology inc1uded innovations such as architectural studies of
Pueblo room construction sequences and attempts to reconstruct prehistoric social organization. He is also
remembered for his enlhusiaslic suppon of Ihe New Archaeology and Ihe ceramic sociology studies of Ihe
early 1 960s.
"Building Ihe Foundalions of Soulhwestem Colorado Archaeology"
James W. Kendrick (Pueblo of Zuni Cultural Resource Enlerprise)
Paul S. Martin was one of the most innovative figures in the history of Colorado archaeology. A
decade of work in the Ackmen·Lowry area helped establish Ihe cullure hislorical framework for Ihe enlire
Mesa Verde region. He was one of the first to excavate a great house complex and to question the relation
ships between Chaco Canyon and Mesa Verde social groups. He oversaw Carl L1oyd's selllement pallem
survey. one of the first ever conducted in North America. This paper examines these and other accomplish
ments and their continued relevance and significance to cum:nt archaeological investigations in the Four
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Corners region.
"A Mano in the Hand is Worth Two in the Book: An AppraisaL of the Use of Martin's Published Data on
Groundstone Morphology"
Tamatha Smith and Stephen E. Nash (FieLd Museum of Natural History)
Southwestern archaeologists have recently used metric data published by Paul Martin and John
Rinaldo to infonn their interpretations regardjng the relative degree of agricultural dependence for the
Mogollon of west-cenrral New Mexico and other prehislOlic cultures of the Southwest. Independent exami
nation and analysis of manos remaining in the Manin collection suggests that the published data be used
with caution, and that the inferentia1 leap from mano morphology to estimates of the degree of agricultural
dependence may be challenged on logical as well

as

empirical grounds.

··Household and Sociopolitical Organization: 40 Years of Reseatth in East-Central Arizona"
Sarah Hen· and Elic Kaldahl (The University of Arizona)
The data collected by the Paul S. Martin Hay Hollow Valley Project and the University of Arizona's
Silver Creek Archaeological Research Project pennits a regionaJ synthesis of sociopolitical organization in
the late Pueblo U and Pueblo DJ periods. Carefully documented research by both projects provides us with
extensive survey data. architectural information, dendrochronological specimens. ceramic and chipped Slone
collections that serve as a baseline for understanding production and reproduction of households and com
munities on a dynamiC social landscape.
" 'Folk-Culture' Revisited: Ceramic Design and Social Change in East-Central Arizona"
Scort Van Keuren (The University of Arizona)
An analysis of painted ceramics from the Paul S. Manin Col1ection and other m\L�urn repositories

underscores the value of whole vessel assemblage data fol' investigating social change at the scale of indi
vidual villages. Martin's use of the "folk culture" concept in early monographs on the prehistory of the
upland Southwest is revisited and used to assess the social implications of ceramic design change in the
MogolLon Rim region at the start of the PuebLo IV period.
"Late Puebloan PrehistOry in the Upper Little Colorado"
Andrew Duff (Arizona State University and Crow Canyon Archaeological Center)
The Pueblo IV (A.D. 1275- 1400) occupation of the Upper Little Colorado region, east-central
Arizona, presents a unique 0ppOllunity to examine the changes associated with Puebloan reorganization and
regional abandonment. Ceramic compositional analysis and new tree-ring dates from Upper Little Colorado
Pueblo IV settlements. including samples from Field Museum of Natural History excavations at Table Rock
and Hoopel' Ranch pueblos. reveal a dynamic populace actively involved in local and regional exchange
transactions. and ideological shifts that influenced all Western Pueblo transactions. It is suggested that these
developments were crucial to the formation of protohistoric Zuni and Hopi social identities.
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"New Perspectives on Hay Hallow and Upper Linle Colorado: The View from Homol'ovi"
Palrick D. Lyons (The University of Arizona)
The work of Paul S. Manin, his colleagues at the Field Museum of Natural History, and his students ....ulted
in rich. detailed analyses of the ceramics and architecture found at key southwestern sites, and thought
provoking essays on the social organization of ancient peoples and their relationships to descendant groups.
Recent use of Manin's publications. in conjunction with new tree-ring dates and revised production spans
for decorated ceramics. has resulred in a new understanding of the relationship between the inhabitants of
the Upper Little Colorado, the Middle Little Colorado Valley, the Hay Hollow Valley. and the Kayenta and
Tusayan areas.
"Reflections of a Panicipant Observer"
Ezra B. Zubrow (State Univel�ity of New York · Buffalo)
Archaeology at Paul S. M8I,in's Vemon Field Station in the I 960s practiced "cuning edge science", "ar·
chaeological education", and "academic politics". Martin understood the institutionalization process better
than any archaeologist in the Southwest. He created an organization with a clear mission and set of govern
ing rules. gave ie symbolic shape. and provided it with a spatial locus as well as .social consciousness. Mar
tin and his students developed an intelleCtual identity that differentiated between the "New Archaeologist';'·
and the rest of che discipline. This paper examines the role Manin played in developing Vemon as more
than a field station or field school.
"Adaptation of Man to the Mountains: Revising the MogolJon Concept"
David A. Gregory and David R. Wilcox (Desert Archaeology and the Museum of Northem Arizona)
Recent critiques of the Mogollon concept serve as a springboard for reassessment of the distribu
lional and organizational features of the prehistoric populations subsumed under that rubric. Based on a
consideration of matetiaL. ecological. and organizational features of these popuIations. a spatially and tem
porally discrete Mogollon regional system may be identified. As defined. this system includes all or pans of
some of the previously defined Mogollon "branches" while excluding others entirely. The nature of this
system is discussed. and possible relationships between these populations and those represented by the
Hohokam and Mimbres regional systems and other adjacent populations are considered.

On 6 May 1999, a day in celebration of the election of Dorothy Garrod as Disney Professor of Archaeology
lthe first woman professor in the University of Calnbridge exactly 60 yem ago) was held at Cambridge
University Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Cambridge University in England. The celebnttion
day included an exhibition special titled hDorothy Ganod: The Stone Age of Mound Cormel" and a video
presentation of the original film of Mount Carmel Excavations and Glozel interview. The celebration day
also included a special seminar program which featured papers on Ganod·relaled subjects. Contributors to
the seminar included: Pamela Jane Smith, Chris Stringer, Paul Bahn, Steven Mithen. Avraham Ronen,
William Davies, Stephen Plunkett, and othel>. The celebrato,y address was presented by Ofer Bar·Yosef
(Harvard University) which was titled ''The Proof of the Pudding: Garrod's Contributions to Levantine
Prehistory:'
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